The empire strikes back
Brazil’s modern cities, rainforests and beaches are only one side of the
story. Drift back in time, to the colonial coastal town of Paraty or the
summer retreat of Petrópolis, and another picture begins to emerge: one of
gracious living, intrigue, and more than a little Sturm und Drang.
By ALEX CUADROS
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he tropical heat of Rio
now houses Brazil’s Imperial Museum. Cristina’s home is
de Janeiro has long
more modest, and like most Brazilians she herself is pretty
undermined the city’s
casual, warm, open to newcomers like myself. She wore a polo
cosmopolitan image of
shirt and shorts. In a living room where portraits of her
itself. In the 19th century,
ancestors hung on the walls, she served short, strong cafezinho
ships bound for Buenos
on a low table that doubled as a display case for old swords and
Aires would skirt the city
pipes and brushes, plus a monkey-tooth collar that an Indian
to avoid disease. This is
chief had given her grandfather. The imperial seal crowned a
why, in 1843, the Brazilian
fireplace that, in balmy Petrópolis, might get lit when the
emperor Pedro II decided
temperature dips below 18 degrees Celsius. I asked her how to
to build his summer palace
describe the vaguely European architecture of her home,
and she hesitated before proffering the word eclético, which
up in the serra—forestdefines much of the Brazilian approach to art and design, ever
shrouded mountains that
mashing up styles from abroad. One prime example is the
poke up suddenly north of the bay. He founded a city there,
Palácio Quitadinha, a onetime casino and hotel that is Bavarian
which he named after himself. Though just 800m above sea level,
on the outside, Art Deco on
Petrópolis is a few degrees cooler
the inside.
than Rio, and immigrants were
Our little coffees drained, we
eager to settle there. Germans
drove with Cristina’s husband,
came first; the American poet
Antônio Marinho, to Majórica,
Elizabeth Bishop was among
a simple steakhouse like many
those who would follow over
others in Brazil: low ceilings,
the years. In Rio, she met and
dark wood, white tablecloths,
fell in love with the aristocratic
an open grill at the back. It’s
Lota de Macedo Soares. They
been more than a century since
moved into a Modernist house in
the Orléans e Bragança family
Petrópolis where Soares, a selfhad any official role, but in
trained architect, had combined
Cristina’s telling, she still sees
glass and steel with raw stone. “It
herself as an ambassador of the
is a sort of dream combination
POSTCARDS FROM PETROPOLIS
defunct monarchy. Brazil is the
of plant and animal life,” Bishop
only country in the Americas
wrote. “I really can’t believe it
Above: the Bavarian-style Palácio Quitandinha, with
interiors by Dorothy Draper. Below: Avenida Köeller
that had its own king; in 1808
at all. Not only are there highly
the Portuguese royal family
impractical mountains all around
moved the court to Rio, fleeing
with clouds floating in and out of
Napoleon’s forces in Europe,
one’s bedroom, but waterfalls,
and 14 years later Pedro I
orchids, all the Key West flowers
declared Brazil an independent
I know and Northern apples
empire. Many credit this
and pears as well.” When I was
unusual history for the unity
there, in the Brazilian spring,
the purple flowers of ipê trees
of such a vast country amid
were in bloom.
the fragmentation of Spanish
Like most outsiders, I didn’t
America. “I’m proud of our
know much about this side of
history and what we’ve done for
Brazil—mountains, monarchy—
Brazil,” Cristina told me. She
until I moved there in 2010.
praised the reign of Pedro II, a
And since I lived in São Paulo, I got to know Petrópolis
polymath—photographer, scientist, linguist—who allowed a free
itself only recently. Pedro II’s great-great-granddaughter,
and adversarial press to flourish. His daughter Isabel abolished
Princess Maria Cristina do Rosário de Bourbon Orléans
slavery in 1888, a year before the house of Orléans e Bragança
e Bragança, agreed to receive me there. She lives on Avenida
was overthrown in a military coup.
Ipiranga, a continuation of Avenida Köeller, the main
he town of Tiradentes, a three-and-a-half-hour drive
thoroughfare, which was named after the German-born military
north-northwest from Petrópolis, is named for a tragic
engineer who planned the city. A stone canal runs through
hero who was born there—a fitting tribute in a country
the middle of the avenue, and when I looked in, I saw bits of
where victories are rare and often pyrrhic, short-lived.
rubbish floating on shallow water—a reminder that, despite
His name was Joaquim José da Silva Xavier but his nickname
Pedro’s ambitions, this was still Brazil and not the Alps.
was Tiradentes—Teeth-Puller—because he worked as a dentist.
The houses on either side, however, were impressive. Most
were built by imperial barons in the 19th century, since
More importantly, though, he was a soldier who led a brief revolt
restored, carefully maintained, surrounded by stately lawns.
against the Portuguese crown in 1789, inspired by the American
I stayed the night in one that had been converted into a hotel,
Revolution. The revolt failed, and he was hanged, drawn and
the Solar do Império.
quartered. The town got its name only after Pedro II was ousted.
Pedro’s palace was a grand building with marble floors that
The area was settled in the early 18th century as a way

THE EMPEROR’S NEW ABODE
This picture: Pedro II’s summer palace (now
the Imperial Museum), Petrópolis. Below
left: the Hotel Solar do Império. Below
right: inside the Palácio Quitandinha.
Previous spread: Paraty
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CATHOLIC TASTES
All clockwise from top left. Opposite: inside Pousada Turquesa,
Paraty; the interior of the Baroque church Matriz de Santo
Antônio, Tiradentes; waterfalls in the hills above Petrópolis.
This page: Santo Antônio; inside Pedro II’s palace, Petrópolis; a
doorway in Paraty; a mural, Hotel Solar do Império, Petrópolis
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SEA OF GREEN

station for gold
mined in the
area known as
Minas Gerais,
or
General
Mines, before
it was shipped to Portugal. Pious locals built a magnificent
church, the Matriz de Santo Antônio, where they installed an
organ from Porto and papered the baroque interior with gold
leaf. When the gold ran out, the
town was more or less abandoned.
By the mid-20th century the old
houses were falling down, but
neglect preserved them from
development, and they have since
been restored under the auspices of
a government preservation body.
Some of Brazil’s richest families—
the Aguiars, the Gutierrezes—now
keep vacation homes in the old
centre. When wealthy couples
marry at the Matriz de Santo
Antônio, the airspace becomes congested with helicopter
traffic.
Most days, though, the mood is mellow. At sunset in the
little central praça, pairs of tropical birds alight in the trees.
Along streets built with stones hauled three centuries ago from
a nearby river, you find cafés and ateliers with handicrafts by
local artisans and shops selling good Minas cheeses. Because
I can only take so much strolling, I found a way to experience
the history of Tiradentes through drink. The morning after I
arrived, I visited an alambique—a still where cachaça is made.
All over the state of Minas Gerais, you can find alambiques of
various sizes; some are industrial operations that export their
Above: the Costa Verde, near Paraty
(the town itself has no beach). Right: the
town’s colonial streets, whose
cobblestones represent quite a hazard
after a glass of cachaça

product abroad; some amount to a bathtub where a farmer
brews his personal moonshine. The one I visited belongs to the
descendants of Tiradentes’s brother, Colonel Xavier Chaves.
It’s been producing cachaça since the 1700s, which makes it the
oldest alambique still in operation in Brazil.
I drove down a muddy country road, arriving at a little
wooden millhouse by a tract of sugarcane fields under a
low, dark-grey sky. The white-haired owner, Rubens Resende
Chaves, showed me around. I watched as one worker placed
sugarcane stalks in a grinder
while another shoveled sugarcane
bagasse into an oven, heating a
boiler full of juice. Inside, a
trickle of fresh cachaça spurted
into a plastic container; the smell
was richly sweet but not cloying.
Rubens introduced us to his son
Nando, who made reference to
the rain: “If you get wet on the
outside, you have to get wet on
the inside too, so that everything
flows right.” It was only 10am,
but his logic was hard to argue with, so I accepted minishots of a 14-year-old cachaça. It was delicate, less alcoholic
than what you get at your average bar, not something to be
wasted by mixing it in a caipirinha. Rubens claimed it was
so pure it wouldn’t give you a hangover. He spoke with the
drawn-out vowels and occasional falsetto of Minas country
folk. Taking a sip, he said, “So good! I need to find out who
makes this stuff.” I guessed that he said this every time he
had visitors, which was just about every day. Another of his
sons, José Sérgio, fairly tottering by then, soon launched into
a free-associative monologue. I purchased a bottle before I
managed to extract myself.

“If you get wet on the
outside, you have to get wet
on the inside too.” It was
only 10am, but I accepted
a 14-year-old cachaça
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otoring through the bay of Paraty, a colonial
town half way between Rio and São Paulo, I
watched as island after island, lumps of forest
in turquoise water, grew and shrank from view.
Mansions peeked from the forest. I was with Tetê Etrusco,
owner of Pousada Turquesa, the hotel where I was staying,
and she told me who owned the mansions. The names made
for an apt portrait of the Brazilian elite, where legitimate
fortunes mingle with dirty money. She pointed out an island
rumoured to have been the getaway of a former Brazilian
president, who controlled the property through a laranja,
a front man. Down the coast were neighbouring compounds
owned by the heiresses to a construction giant, Camargo
Corrêa, which had recently been mired in a massive corruption
scandal. When in Paraty proper, the two sisters frequent Casa
Turquesa. “I think I have a lot of guests who are mixed up in
all that,” Tetê laughed.
Most of Paraty’s visitors aren’t quite so controversial. They
come for the jazz and literary festivals or just to stroll through
the old town centre, where the cobblestones are so large and
uneven that people tend to keep their eyes on the ground to
avoid tripping. When they look up, they see Thai restaurants
and indigenous handicraft shops housed in bright white
buildings carefully preserved from colonial days. A couple
of centuries ago, much of the gold from around Tiradentes
would make its way here before being shipped to Portugal. Like
Tiradentes, Paraty fell into decline when the gold trade petered
out, but it would come to have a second life. In the 1970s a
coastal highway was built, and artists began to move in.
João Henrique de Orléans e Bragança, another scion of
Brazil’s royal family, was among the first to see Paraty’s potential
for revival. He lives there now, and he received me at the colonial
house he owns by the sea. Outwardly, the house is plain, with
three narrow windows facing out, but he opened a door and
led me way back through a series of rooms decorated with royal
portraits and busts and shelves full of trinkets from all over
the world. He had a grey beard and wore a white dress shirt,
untucked from his chinos, and boat shoes with no socks. He
looked fit. Like Pedro II, he was something of a renaissance man;
he had travelled the vast interior of Brazil as a photographer
even while pursuing property deals. He had dabbled in politics,
calling for a return to monarchy ahead of a 1993 referendum to
determine Brazil’s form of government. When I asked if he still
supported such a change, he said it was as pertinent as ever, given
the country’s seemingly unending crises. “It could provide some
direction for this mess,” he told me. Speaking with all the relaxed
bonhomie of any native of Rio, he often appended the word
cara—which translates colloquially as “man”—at the end of his
sentences, whether in Portuguese or English or French.
We made our way to a courtyard where João served half-shots
of cachaça as we sat by a thick-trunked tree planted 50 years
ago by his father. “My dad used to have me climb this tree to
trim the branches when I was a kid,” he said. Later, as a young
man in the late 1970s, he bought land around Paraty and built
housing developments. “I could see that if this here didn’t
become a slum, it would be very valuable one day. The fact
that there’s no beach helped to maintain its character.” It also
helps that, since Paraty is a Brazilian heritage site, newcomers
can’t build higher than two storeys. “You can’t be ostentatious
because the houses are all like the one you see here,” João said.
“This isn’t a place for novos ricos.” �
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BRAZIL
Dehouche offers six nights in Brazil, staying at Pousada
Alcobaça and Hotel Solar do Império in Petrópolis, Hotel
Solar da Ponte in Tiradentes and Casa Turquesa in Paraty,
including private transfers, guides in Petrópolis and Tiradentes,
a private schooner trip in Paraty, Dehouche’s 24-hour
concierge service, and return flights from London, from
£2,620 per person. dehouche.com

NE X T TIME YOU’RE IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD…
Dunes, lagoons and ocean—the Lençóis Maranhenses, in
the far northeast of Brazil, is among the most extraordinary
landscapes in a country full of extraordinary landscapes. It is
also one of the least well known. Though it looks like a desert,
its endless rippling sand dunes contain, at certain times of the
year, vast freshwater oases. The villages along this stretch of
Atlantic coastline, meanwhile, have some of the loveliest
beaches in all Brazil—as well as ideal conditions for kite
surfing, with reliable winds and areas of protected water
perfect for beginners. That, plus a delightfully and inimitably
Brazilian brand of laid-back, chilled-out hippie-dippiness.
The Centro de Arte Contemporânea Inhotim, in the same
state if not quite the same neck of the woods as Tiradentes,
was founded by billionaire mining tycoon Bernardo Paz and
designed by a friend of his named, funnily enough, Marx. The
collection itself is impressive, with works by Brazilian and
international artists, including Olafur Eliasson, Doug Aitken,
Vik Muniz, Anish Kapoor and Adriana Varejão (one of Paz’s
ex-wives, who gets an entire pavilion to herself). But just as
impressive is the setting—a 5,000-acre park in which 4,500
species of flora flourish. The combination of grand-scale art
with an equally grand-scale garden is irresistible. There are
plans for an on-site hotel; for now there are plenty of
charming pousadas in nearby Brumadinho, ideal for serious
art lovers, who will want a good two or three days to take in
the whole indoor-outdoor fandango. inhotim.org.br
When in 1956 Brazil’s president Juscelino Kubitschek
decreed that a new capital city should be built before his
term of office expired, architect Oscar Niemeyer and urban
planner Lúcio Costa hopped to it. Within four years they had
conjured Brasilia out of thin air—or rather, out of the reddish
semi-desert of the country’s distant inland plains, far from
mountains and sea. Even if monumental curvilinear pouredconcrete Modernism isn’t your cup of tea, there’s no arguing
with the extraordinary visual impact of the place. Time spent
exploring the city and its buildings in the company of an
expert guide is amply rewarded—for all its surface dazzle,
the greater glories of Brasilia reveal themselves a little more
slowly. For the full experience, check into the Brasilia Palace
Hotel. This was Niemeyer’s first building in the city, and has
lately been refurbished with original 1950s furniture. Given its
architect’s frequently expressed fondness for sensual, feminine
curves, the Palace is remarkably rectangular and riven with
right angles. Discuss. brasiliapalace.com.br
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